Inspired by the StarliteHD core technologies, with intuitive customisable touchscreen, the entire range frees the user from endless menus. Versatile, it is a toolbox finding its place on the most exacting sets.

The StarliteHD+ accepts SDI 3G Level A and Level B and offers a high definition picture with low latency.

The StarliteHD5+ ARRI remotes the ALEXA Mini and the AMIRA through a specific menu activated when the monitor is connected to the EXT connector of the camera.

The StarliteHD-m is the missing link between cameras, post production and VFX. It allows you to record lenses metadata (shading, distortion, inertial data...) on an SD-card when connected to an intelligent lens such as Cooke/i or ZEISS eXtended.

The lenses metadata allows, with an appropriate software, to correct the picture or to distort a space for VFX purposes.